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1. Since we last spoke in December 2020, what have you been up to?
Hey hey. I changed my (non-porn) day job so I’m all caught up in the excitement and complications that go along with that. I had 
my previous job for 12 years and I was in a bit of a rut so this is 
like a breath of fresh air. As a side-note, I’ve genuinely never found 
it possible to make a living from porn. It’s always been more of a 
hobby for me. I know there’s plenty of pornstars who do their job 
full-time so my perspective is bound to be quite different. 

2. In the last interview (December 2020 article) you 
mentioned that budding pornstars should be active on social 
media to promote themselves and their content. Is this the 
only way to get ahead in porn? Do you think this is good or 
bad for the porn industry?
It’s certainly the way to get noticed and as a lot of porn nowadays 
is home-made or from small companies That’s the only way to 
advertise really. Of course, then you have to navigate the intricacies 
of the individual platforms as to what you can show, if you can 
advertise and so on. I think the really big money is going to 
‘mainstream’ celebrities like fitness models or ‘reality’ stars with big 
instagram followings who branch into ‘porn’ in some way (generally 
softcore nudity, but not always). They have these gigantic followings 
and can exploit the interest that generates. It’s often fairly short-lived 
unless they’re prepared to keep progressing further. There’s only so 
much interest in paying for muscle guys giving flashes of their junk 
or bare butts in gym mirrors. 

For those of us in the real world I would say Twitter is currently the 
biggest platform left that allows porn images/videos and advertising 
without much limit. It’s definitely worked for me over the years and 
it’s relatively easy to build a big following fast. Of course there are 
smaller, newer ways to make your name and if you can do it that 
way then that’s probably even better. I’ve seen some guys making 
it big via Reddit which isn’t something I had ever considered. It’s all 
about raising your profile, building a following and directing people 
to your fansites or the companies you work for. 

I’m sure there’s a million ways into porn but in my opinion social 
media is the way to go at the moment for most people. Big porn 
companies are still around and still searching for models but once 
you have a deal you’d still need a following and publicity. Also, the 
big companies have less money than they used to and probably 
are less inclined to ferry stars around the world (unless you manage 
to become a huge name) so it pays to diversify and keep your 
options open. 

3. If a guy wants to get into porn; how much should he expect to make, and for what? Does he need a regular job to 
support his income?
As I said, I have never found it possible to make a full-time job out of porn alone. But then I never really tried to as I assumed 
someone like me would never be a big star and that was where the decent money was. I don’t think I was far from the truth but of 
course it’s all relative; an acceptable salary for one person might not be for someone else. I think you can make quite a lot of money 
very quickly from fansites (or from porn companies if you’re a conventional pornstar), but it’s keeping that going as a full time job 



that is more tricky. People like a new face (or dick) and there can be a big surge of interest once you get noticed but then the hard 
work of maintaining that through promotion and making great content kicks in. There’s a lot of amazingly hot guys out there who 
just don’t market themselves well or have a big surge of interest then fade away relatively quickly. So going back to the question, 
like any other job you can really make any kind of salary from just a bit of extra cash to a very well paid full-time job with an amazing 
salary and fabulous travel opportunities. 

When you’re starting off I would say that you would definitely need a regular job too just for stability and something to fall back on if 
things don’t go well. I would say porn is easier to make a living from than acting, but like acting it's only a relatively small proportion of 
people who make big money (and as we all know being conventionally attractive can really help). But saying that, I think social media 
and fansites have made it possible for people who would previously never have been considered as a porn star to be successful and 
I think that’s fantastic. After all, I’m not fabulously good looking, I don’t have a buff muscled body and I’m over 40… and I’ve made 
well over 100 commercial porn scenes! There are obviously still issues (and some parts of society are very under-represented in 
porn) but there’s so much more diversity than there ever was before and that can only be a good thing.

4. How do you think the large porn companies should adapt to the rise of amateur porn, or the rise of the use of 
Twitter, OnlyFans and JustForFans? 
I think large porn companies have been adapting for years already and the global pandemic has speeded that up a lot. You’ve had 
guys filming their own content for porn sites and amateur-style content being produced by big name studios. Those studios also 
have their own social media accounts and have a great new way to find new stars. A lot of studios have fallen by the wayside as 
they couldn’t adapt or remain financially viable. 

As someone who filmed before all the fansite content became the main focus of porn, I have noticed that the fee paid by porn 
companies has dropped drastically (less than half what it used to be in some cases) so that’s only fuelled the rise of the fansites. I 
think there’s still a market for well-produced porn scenes but maybe less scripted or acted content. There’s been a move by some 
big fansite creators into more of what would have been considered mainstream porn with their own websites and bigger budgets 
and well-known performers. I think the future may include some kind of collaborative effort between studios and models. Of course 
you have to consider if companies like OnlyFans and JustForFans are just the new porn companies; they don’t produce content 
themselves but they are big businesses making money from porn. 

5. Are you producing any new content at the moment? If so, what, and how?
I’m actually not producing anything studio-based at all at the moment. It became impossible with the lockdown / quarantine situation 
in the UK (if you did what you were supposed to!) so I have concentrated on my day job. I have always been a bit of an intermittent 
porn performer and I think maybe it’s time for a break for a while. That’s also the other benefit of having a job outside porn; if you 
get tired or just can’t perform for some reason (injury, illness, infection) then you have options. However I have continued to film fun 
solo content at home including product reviews which I really enjoy doing. I think I just like the exhibitionist aspect of porn and the 
interaction via social media so that will continue. I have also been having fun with unusual costumes that I list on my Amazon wishlist 
and which followers have been buying for me! 

6. What inspiration do you get for new content?
Outside of amateur content which is best as natural and unplanned as possible, I can get inspiration anywhere from anything. Usually 
my ideas are too expensive to follow through with and would have been much better suited to the glory days of big budget porn. 
But you can usually scale things back to something a bit more manageable. ‘Dave’s Office’ was a collaboration with Eurocreme last 
year and it was such a simple thing to film but turned out really well (apart from my lockdown haircut!). For solo content recently I 
have been trying to think outside the box a bit as I have been limited with where I could film so it’s more about the scenario than 
the location. I had some scenes planned a while ago with a pornstar called Bob Steel who is really gorgeous and full of interesting 
ideas but I’m not going to give away any of them! I had another series planned with Eurocreme set at ‘Dave’s Physio’ but sadly that 
got cancelled with the pandemic… watch this space!

7. Do you perform on any camming platforms like Cam4, Chaturbate? If so which ones? And what makes a good 
performance?
I actually very rarely do camming any more but I did used to enjoy Cam4. You’ll occasionally see me pop up there (Dave_Naked) 
but it’s not been a big focus for the last few years. I think it’s all about attracting attention to the thumbnail so all the muscle / twinks 
/ outdoors shows seem to soak up the viewers. The really successful guys put some personality into the shows and kind of befriend 
the audience and I think it’s that interaction that the viewers are there for. Also you have to build up the viewers and attract attention 
so if you can tease that builds up the excitement. Obviously duos (or more) are a great way to attract attention and outdoor / 
exhibitionist locations too. I love those shows with guys naked in parks or in their cars, very hot (although they’re probably not nearly 
as risky as they look!). I used to put quite a lot of effort into my shows and got quite elaborate with outfits, stripping, teasing, sex



toys and locations (nude in the garden was popular). But I did find that guys were getting less interested in the ‘show’ and would 
lose interest if you weren’t immediately naked 
and wanking with a Lovense online sex toy 
up your butt. At one point I was making 
some regular money from it by doing a show 
every Sunday but I had an incident with a 
‘niche’ dirty show and Cam4 banned me. It 
wasn’t anything illegal in any way (I’m a good 
guy), just a little fetish I’m known for! I could 
have tried building up another account but 
decided not to. I do enjoy watching / tipping 
sometimes so keep an eye out for me!

8. When you team up with a guy to 
make porn, what do you look for in him 
as a porn colleague? What should he do, 
how should he behave and what should 
he not do? Do you audition them?
I’ve worked with lots of guys over the years 
and I think the best scenes are the ones 
where I have clicked with the other performer. 
That’s not to say I haven’t filmed lots of great 
scenes with guys who I didn’t have anything 
in common with. Actually thinking about it, I 
have also been in quite a few good scenes 
with guys who I didn’t really like or who didn’t 
seem to like me. So I have just completely 
contradicted myself there! If I was casting, 
which I don’t always get a chance to do, then 
I would pick someone who was prepared 
to chat and be themselves and with a great 
sense of humour. That fits really well with 
my casting couch scenes as it’s just a fun 
unscripted random mess! 

For those scenes we deliberately try to 
film with guys I have never met before and 
minimise the chat before filming so it’s a 
genuine get to know each other session. Of 
course it’s also two relative strangers getting 
naked and fucking on camera so its kind 
of a strange setup. Nowadays every social 
media conversation with potential models is 
an audition as you’re receiving videos of them wanking and cumming before you’ve even chatted! I think a bad attitude or turning 
up drunk or on drugs (it does happen) are bad signs but even some of those scenes have ended up really popular. I think sometimes 
the viewers like to see me squirming and uncomfortable. So the rule is: there are no rules. Apart from being clean… that’s not 
negotiable! 

9. How have recent lockdown measures in London affected you, your business as a pornstar, and the industry?
I think lockdowns have been bad for some people and have affected some people much less than you would expect. Although 
things have been bad, the actual lockdowns have been a few months in length maximum so anyone with a decent backlog of videos 
has managed to stretch them out a bit (me included). Some big name UK pornstars seem to have resumed filming throughout our 
latest lockdown which I haven’t been too impressed with although I wasn’t really surprised. However I think if porn is your full-time 
job and there’s no financial backup available from the government then it’s going to be incredibly difficult to cope. I work with a 
couple of studios and of course as bigger businesses they can take advantage of some government support so that has been 
helpful. As I mentioned, I have a day job so I have worked throughout, but I think the lockdowns have been incredibly hard for 
everyone in every business.



10. What is your take on how amateur porn is created? Before porn would be lavish sets and vast productions. Now 
it is from someone’s bedroom. Is one better than the other? And what do people want to see?
If I knew exactly what people wanted to see then I’d be a millionaire by now! I think what has become apparent to everyone is that 
there’s an audience for pretty much anything, it’s making money from it that’s the hard part. It has also become apparent that porn 
consumers really like to support and interact with their favourite models and that’s why the fansites have become so popular. People 
used to support their favourite porn brands or studios but now it’s become much more personalised and you can actually interact 
with your fantasy through social media or fansites. I guess the big budget sets and costumes and locations are really secondary in 
that world. When you’re not paying a 
big crew and studio and all of those 
overheads you can also get down 
to the action much more quickly 
and don’t feel the need for so much 
scenes setting; it’s all so much more 
focussed on the people and what 
they’re doing. I think quality is a huge 
issue though and some people really 
fail on that score. Camera phones are 
pretty amazing nowadays but if you 
don’t get lighting and camera angles 
right then it can just be unwatchable. 
The spontaneity of filming your own 
videos is probably the biggest plus 
side of amateur porn; you can find 
a guy on Grindr, ask him to your 
place and be filming in minutes. You 
will be in the right mood for the sex, 
you’ve probably picked someone you 
genuinely find attractive and that just 
comes through as so genuine and hot. 
Big budget studio scenes can be planned weeks ahead of filming, they’re at a set time, with people you have probably never met, 
and often with a room full of bored and impatient people who just want to get it all over with. 

On the flip-side you end up with fantastic quality, great close ups, good sound and lighting and maybe a great location thrown in. 
I have to admit, I love a story and great locations and even costumes in a porn scene so I’m always going to be a fan of studio 
scenes. Something interesting I have seen over the last few years is the introduction of hardcore sex into lower budget movies (not 
porn movies). I think as society becomes more open about sex and nudity in TV and film this might evolve into the studio porn of 
the future. There’s companies doing it already and I would love to be involved in some of it. As they’re telling a story it isn’t always 
gorgeous models with buff bodies… though I think that is always going to be the focus as we just like to see attractive people 
naked having sex! It’s also interesting to see some decent actors who really aren’t too bothered about baring all and I do wonder if 
this will gradually evolve to the point where they may cross the boundary between mainstream movies and (at least softcore) porn.
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